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Abstract: Outside imagery, graphic design is largely invisible to the academic fields
most interested in communication campaigns, seeing negligible research conducted
into its role within campaigns. In an era of social media and participatory culture,
the blurring of the boundaries between producers, consumption and audiences
through the phenomenon of ‘produsage’ can offer rich, contextualised insights into
the impact of the designed aspects of campaigns. In examining Berakar Komunikasi’s
online campaign supporting the 2014 and 2019 election bids of Indonesia’s President
Jokowi Widodo, our paper explores how qualitative social media research offers finegrained insights into the reception of campaigns. The paper raises questions about
the siloed nature of research which neglects design’s relationship to cultural and
social phenomena, underscoring the need for interdisciplinary research that brings an
integrated framework of approaches and concepts to knowledge production where
design is concerned.
Keywords: communication campaigns; graphic design; qualitative social media research;
interdisciplinary research

1. Introduction
Graphic design is an integral element of campaigns, whether commercial, political or social.
Yet relevant literature in the fields of social marketing, health promotion and political
advertising overwhelmingly concentrates on the textual content of campaigns outside a small
body of writing on campaign imagery such as illustrations and photographs. All other aspects
of graphic design are seemingly invisible to writers in these fields, with the communicative
contribution of graphic design through designer’s strategic choice and application of colours,
logos, typefaces and typographic layouts disregarded. This neglect is understandable. Various
writers argue, for example, that due to its abstract nature, typography is perceived as less
evidently communicative than the pictorial content of graphic design (Crisp, 2012; Hagan,
This work is licensed under a
Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 4.0 International License.
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2012; Trieb, 1989). Yet the considered application of typography in support of a campaign’s
objectives and the communication context lies at the heart of the strategic role of graphic
design within campaigns in seeking to influence audience attitudes and behaviour.
Current research into the impact of campaigns spans three main forms. First is quantitative
survey research based on large data sets, including that focusing on variation of response
between audience segments. Second is qualitative interview and focus group research
with small numbers of audience members to examine responses to campaign messaging.
Third is evaluative research investigating whether campaigns influence outcomes for
target audiences and societies. In each case, teasing out the reception of campaigns is
complex, their multiple elements creating an array of variables. However, any effort to be
comprehensive here is challenged if the designed component of campaigns is not examined.
Although other disciplines might lead campaign development, graphic design is a
process that underpins an entire campaign from conceptualisation through to strategic
implementation. Adapting Van Der Waarde’s (2012) conceptualisation of the fundamental
elements of graphic design to the creation of campaigns, Figure 1 characterises the three
main dimensions of graphic design as spanning:
1. The selection and application of visual elements, including typographic elements,
image elements (illustrations, photographs, symbols) and schematic elements
(colours, line, borders), the main considerations being aesthetic impact and
visual coherence.
2. The selection and application of visual strategies to support the campaign
message and strategy, including branding and visual identity to ensure the
campaign is identifiable and its textual and visual elements are aligned. In the
case of online campaigns, this extends to the design of the behavioural and visual
aspects of digital artefact (interaction design), which influence user engagement
and experience.
3. Consideration of the target audience to align communication with their identity,
needs and perspectives.
The literature of social marketing, health promotion and political advertising focuses on the
analysis of campaign imagery, using various semiotic approaches such as visual rhetoric to
examine the connotative and denotative function of images. These approaches ‘highlight
the communicative dimensions of images’ in relation to higher socio-cultural and political
meanings (Foss 2005, p. 145). Drake Reitan (2016, p. 507), however, stresses that in the case
of graphic design, the object of analysis encompasses all ‘non-textual materials’, not only
images. The collectivity of design elements that contextualise campaign illustrations and
photographs is meaningful in its own right, its visual rhetoric being properly considered as an
integrated whole within the wider campaign.
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Figure 1

The scope of graphic design in campaigns drawing on Van De Waarde (2012).

In discussing ways to research the role of graphic design in campaigns, this paper examines
the phenomenon of produsage, a term coined by Axel Bruns (2006). Since the rise of the
Internet and social media, the contemporary zeitgeist has been linked to the emergence of
a ‘participatory culture’ in which former divisions between production, consumption and
audiences have dissolved (Jenkins, 2006). Pre-empting and paralleling this phenomenon,
since the late 1970s, participatory processes that engage people in design have been of
growing importance in design practice and research under titles including participatory
design, co-design, co-creation and design thinking (Smith, Bossen & Kanstrup, 2017).
Contemporary campaigns have similarly sought to become highly participatory, being
conducted online to maximise audience engagement and penetration, graphic design serving
to add coherence and identity to the manifestation of a campaign across digital platforms,
mass media and campaign ephemera.
Social media is seen to create dynamic new power relations between content providers and
audience members. Bruns (2006, 2007, 2008) developed the concepts of ‘produser’ and
‘produsage’ to account for the new active role of everyday people in creating diverse digital
content on the Internet, thus challenging former ideas of the ‘audience’ for media content.
Specifically, Bruns (2006) sees the ‘produser’ phenomenon as resulting in ‘the collaborative
and continuous building and extending of existing content in pursuit of further improvement
(p. 2)’. As a new model of audienceship and content creation, Bruns and Schmidt (2011, p .5)
ascribe four key features to produsage. Firstly, produsage is open to the broad community
with barriers intentionally set as low as possible to encourage participation. Secondly, the
open participatory nature of social media drives continual development of ‘unfinished
artefacts’. Thirdly, leadership in the context of produsage is a direct result of the quality
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of contributions, leadership being open to constant turnover. Fourthly, the media content
tends to be thought of as ‘common property’, making status achieved through the interest of
others the main currency, rather than financial rewards.
All four features are potentially significant to the role of the audience and graphic designers
in campaigns. Produsage challenges the traditional view of designers as holding the power
in communication, although the idea of an active audience disrupting such power precedes
the phenomenon of convergent production and consumption in social media (e.g. Frascara,
2004). Figure 2 represents audience response as the final stage of design, this paper using
the concept of produsage as a basis for examining audience engagement with design in
campaigns.

Figure 2

Three stages of the design process.

To draw attention to the lack of understanding of the presence and purpose of graphic
design in campaigns, the paper begins with a review of literature on relevant studies from
social marketing and political advertising. After outlining the research design and methods,
the paper’s main body is a detailed examination of the application of graphic design within
the “Jokowi Tintin political campaign”, considering how the social media response to the
campaign, via the phenomenon of produsage, can shed light on the role of graphic design
in campaigns. The findings show that the nature and extent of produsage in response to a
campaign can indicate that a campaign’s creative strategy has resonated with its audience.
The paper ends with discussion and conclusions about the effect of disciplinary focus
inhibiting research into graphic design’s diverse roles in everyday life.

2. Campaign studies and visual content
A review of social marketing and health promotion literature identifies a number of studies
on the role of illustrations and photographs in campaigns (e.g. Clarke, Niederdeppe & Lundell
2012; Lagomarsino & Suggs 2018; Potter & Stapleton 2012; Springston & Champion 2004).
These articles consider image choice, the semiotics of images and the correlation between
campaign messaging and visual content (Wymer 2011). For example, Springston and
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Champion’s (2004) review of breast cancer screening information examines preferences for
colour and for photographic over cartoon-like images. In the political advertising literature,
imagery is part of broader discussions around campaigns. For example, the communication
of sentiment in political posters (Holtz-Batcha & Johansson, 2013), the dissemination of
political advertising (Lee & Campbell, 2016) and the use of attack narratives in campaigns
(Dermody & Hanmer-Lloyd’s, 2011). McVee and Carse (2016) examine the use of narrative
construction and symbolism across verbal, visual and textual content to invoke fear and a
need for urgent action. Gadarian (2014) explores the emotional effect of war imagery for
persuasive purposes within political campaigns. Dumitrescu (2010) links non-verbal cues and
photographic language to the expression of candidates’ attributes and party ‘persona’, while
Visgo (2013) analyses its use in the expression of political ideology.
Roland Barthes’s (1977) theory of the rhetoric of the image is a common framework for the
analysis of the meaning of images in campaigns. It is used to discuss imagery in political
campaigns in relation to gender (Bauer & Carpinella, 2018), nationalism (White, 2016) and
localism (Jacob & Munis, 2018), and the consistency of political messaging in campaigns
across image and text (Dumitrescu, 2019; Hayek 2011; Teer-Tomaseli 2005; Visgo, 2013).
Serazio (2017) discusses the importance of candidate branding, but without mentioning
graphic design.
The 2008 presidential campaign of Barack Obama prompted more recognition of the role of
graphic design in political campaigns (e.g. Franz & Ridout, 2010). Seidman (2010) compares
the visual dimension of the Obama campaign to high-end consumer branding, noting the
consistent application of high impact branding across all campaign collateral. Zavattaro
(2010) attributes Obama’s political success to his positioning as a brand through the use of
graphic design, this changing conventions in political advertising. Thomas (2010) sees the
campaign’s consistent application of graphic design using familiar, US-themed elements as
enhancing a sense of trust in Obama, while Billard (2016) argues that the range and online
distribution of campaign materials allowed the public to engage with and disseminate the
campaign.
Although graphic design is recognised for its role and impact in these articles, they include
little analysis of the formalistic, symbolic and metaphorical elements of graphic design.
An exception in the health promotion literature is Wressel et al. (2011), which examines
design strategy for the UK ‘Saving Lives’ HIV awareness campaign in seeking to increase
impact by “steer[ing] away from the traditional colours, typefaces, vocabulary, and style of
previous public health campaigns” (p. 82). In the political advertising literature, Billard (2018)
examines the contribution of typography in American presidential campaigns to establish
candidate identity and campaign messaging. Billard (2016, p. 4584) notes, however, that
the impact of graphic design in the Obama campaign has not raised interest among political
advertising researchers in the strategic role of graphic design in past or present campaigns.
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3. Social media and campaign engagement
Before the rise of social media, the study of campaigns focused on the role of television
as the main, proven method for disseminating campaigns (Dauda, Norma & Hasan 2017;
Niederdeppe et.al. 2008; Pedrana et al. 2014). Recent studies discuss the role of social media
as an affordable and effective medium for campaign delivery (Khawaja, Ali & Khan 2017) that
provides political candidates with ‘closer and unfiltered’ access to voters (Fulgoni, Lipsman
& Davidsen 2016, p. 242), enabling interactive communication (Hayek 2011, p. 145) while
the range of social media platforms caters to voters’ preferred participation style, enhancing
engagement (Goldstein & Ridout 2004; Kaid, Fernandes & Painter 2011). Seidman (2010)
notes the impact of Shepard Fairey’s ‘Hope’ poster in demonstrating social media to be
fertile ground for creating and sharing images to extend official campaigning.
The fields that study campaigns typically use controlled approaches such as focus group,
interview and survey to measure the impact of campaign messaging (e.g. Borah, Fowler &
Ridout 2018; Fernandes 2013; Phillips, Urbany & Reynolds 2008; Turner, Underhill & Kaid
2013). Recently, researchers have harnessed quantitative evaluative techniques such as
Google Trends to examine the level of engagement and patterns of response to political
advertising (e.g. Hopp & Vargo 2017; Housholder, Watson and Susan 2018; Sohal & Kaur
2018). Software packages can track the cursor location or clicks within websites to examine
user attention, movement, dropout or navigation, although these methods are currently a
blunt tool for analysing the role of graphic design in websites.
In pre-campaign studies, social media has been used to identify attitudes of target audiences
(e.g. David et.al 2016). Social media equally offers researchers and practitioners access to the
unsolicited responses of online audiences to campaign content. Snelson (2016) argues that
qualitative analysis of social media data complements quantitative measures of engagement,
providing scope to unravel the complexity of response to campaigns. The use of traditional
research methods can disrupt ‘the ecology of [the participants’] social world by introducing
[researcher’s] own subjectivity, beliefs, or interests’ (Roman & Apple 1990, p. 45). By
contrast, social media data affords researchers access to naturalistic data. Diverse fields have
made strong use of social media data, for example, Greene et al’s (2010) study of the use
of Facebook by those with diabetes as an information seeking and support platform while
Robards and Lincoln (2017) have analysed the use of Facebook Timeline by people in their
twenties to craft ‘growing up’ stories.

4. Case selection and methods
The study informing this paper combined visual rhetoric analysis of designer-generated and
audience-generated contributions to the ‘Jokowi-Tintin’ campaign with content analysis of
social media comments about the campaign. We chose a campaign with a high component of
illustrative graphics over those where the creative solution was based in typography and the
formalistic elements of graphic design in order to examine conditions where the presence of
graphic design would be hardest for non-designers to recognise.
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4.1 Data sample
Between May 2014 and May 2019, the first author collected brand and interface designs and
illustrations from the campaign’s official websites www.gulunglenganbajumu.com (2014)
and www.karyaadalahdoa.id (2018– 2019) and its Facebook and Instagram accounts (www.
facebook.com/karyaadalahdoa; www.instagram.com/karyaadalahdoa). In total, 1319 images
and around 3500 written comments were captured. The extent of data collected suggests the
level of interest in a campaign, Van Dijck (2009) arguing that for every 100 people who visit
a site, 89 view it, ten engage by commenting while one visitor is an active producer of online
content. The visual content contributed by audience members is highly developed. Most
written responses are brief, although they do feature an array of emoticons and repeated
vowels and final letters in particular words, Calamur (2016) arguing that in short online
communications these strategies replace body language and facial expressions to amplify the
sense of a message.

4.2 Data analysis approach
The textual and visual data were coded and categorised based on the stages of thematic
analysis set out by Braun and Clark (2013). Thematic analysis is a theoretically flexible
process for identifying patterns of meaning and effect across data sets (Braun & Clarke, 2012;
Clarke & Braun, 2017). Before coding began, the data was organised into two databases to
allow for separate analysis of the visual and non-visual material; all data was then reviewed
as a single body to gain a sense of its collective nature (Yin, 2011). During this process,
first impressions of the data were recorded (Miles, Huberman & Saldana, 2014). Codes
were assigned to words and phrases within the textual data and elements of the visual
data to identify patterns of significance across the design phases of conceptualisation,
implementation and audience response. Following Williams and Karahanna (2013), repeated
coding cycles were undertaken, with relations between themes being explored visually using
thematic coding schema to arrive at the final themes of stylistic and thematic appropriation,
brand identity and visual consistency, Indonesian specificity and nostalgia, and produsage.

4.3 Case background
The creative agency Berakar Komunikasi initiated the ‘Jokowi-Tintin’ campaign in the last two
months of the 2014 Indonesian Presidential election to support Joko Widodo’s presidential
bid. Against the background of an acrimonious campaign, the agency’s key creatives Yoga
Adhitrisna and Hari Prasetyo sought to mobilise Jokowi’s silent supporters to vote, voting
being voluntary in Indonesia. Four Berakar employees worked on the campaign, Adhitrisna
serving as its art director and copywriter, and Prasetyo as illustrator. Berakar Komunikasi
reactiviated the campaign for the May 2019 Presidential election in late 2018, titling this
second phase ‘Creation is Prayer’. In addition, Berakar Komunikasi created a Facebook-based
online platform called “Demokreatif” (See Figure 3), which enabled continued audience
contribution of artwork supportive of Jokowi between the elections.
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Figure 3

Timeline of Jokowi-Tintin campaign in Indonesia

Figure 4

Typical political campaign posters in Indonesia

Where graphic design in Indonesian political campaigns is typically decontextualized and
generic (Figure 4), creativity and sophisticated design strategies are central to the ‘JokowiTintin’ campaign. The 2014 campaign was built on the illustration style and themes from
the comic series The Adventures of Tintin (1929–1976), created by the Belgian cartoonist
Hergé (1907-1983). Berakar Komunikasi seeded the 2014 campaign with 19 mock-Tintin book
covers (Figure 5). The campaign became a viral sensation for its clever representation of
Jokowi, via the persona of Tintin, as hardworking, honest and unaffected.
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Figure 5

The original 19 images for the 2014 ‘Jokowi-Tintin’ campaign based on covers
from The Adventures of Tintin.

Within the 2014 and 2019 campaigns, the Berakar Komunikasi team both initiated campaign
collateral and sought to foster produsage by providing templates and stickers to prompt
audience contribution. In both instances, a group of audience members posted original
contributions to create new adventures for Jokowi, reflecting Berakar Komunikasi’s rhetorical
appropriation of popular culture. By the 2019 campaign, audience members and the
campaign team were sharing creative authorship of the campaign as audience members
extended the campaign’s themes beyond The Adventures of Tintin, the campaign’s graphic
design elements maintaining coherence across the campaigns to weave audience- and
campaign-generated content into one recognisable campaign.

5. Findings and discussion
The fields of political advertising, health promotion and social marketing see illustration
and photography as the main media of visual communication in campaigns, where
communication strategy within graphic design is grounded in a range of aesthetic and
typographic elements. Even when operating at an unnoticed level, these frame the
presentation and reception of illustrative graphics in addition to establishing campaign
identity and experience. The following section provides an analysis of the communicative
role of graphic design in the Jokowi-Tintin campaign to show audience response to be
negotiated from within the matrix of graphic design.

5.1 Characterisation of Jokowi via appropriation
The core creative strategy of the Jokowi-Tintin campaign is the appropriation of the style and
themes from the Tintin comics. Originally, the illustration-based campaign was developed to
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overcome a lack of access to photographs of Jokowi, but associating Jokowi with Tintin had a
clear logic. Tintin, a young reporter who travels the world with his dog Snowy, is an unlikely
action hero who takes on bullies and fights for good through his quick thinking. Jokowi came
to the 2014 Presidential election as a youthful figure in Indonesian politics with a reputation
for tackling corruption and improving life for common people in his roles as Mayor of
Surakarta and Governor of Jakarta. The Tintin comics are imbued with themes of adventure,
geopolitics and identity (Dunnett, 2009). Hergé’s semi-realistic, ligne claire illustration style
allows for detailed scene-setting to support narrative richness. The books act as a window to
the wonders of the world for readers, also being laced with humour.
The Berakar Komunikasi creative team harnessed these qualities to suggest Jokowi’s
promise as a president, showing the candidate venturing around the Indonesian archipelago
interacting with the nation’s diverse peoples and cultures (Figure 6). On winning a Shorty
Award for the campaign, the creative team explained that, “Depicting Jokowi as a peopleoriented leader in light-hearted and idyllic campaign materials sought to enable audiences
to express their support and amplify it enthusiastically. We sought to highlight Jokowi’s
strengths … his ‘rolled-up sleeves’ work attitude [alongside] Tintin’s character as a problem
solver and action-oriented (Shortyawards 2017)”.

Figure 6

19 Images styled on covers for The Adventures of Tintin albums for 2014 ‘Jokowi-Tintin’
campaign.
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5.2 Branding and visual identity
Appropriating the style and themes of the Tintin comics set the creative direction of the
campaign, but graphic design provided brand identity and visual consistency, with purposedesigned logos, for example, being developed to brand the images. For the 2014 campaign,
this was an illustrative logo showing Jokowi rolling up his sleeves ready for work (Figure 7).
For the 2019 campaign, a simple, red and white logo bearing the name of the campaign
identified campaign artwork (Figure 6). Formalistic elements of the campaign and typography
were developed with both legibility and tone in mind. To increase clarity and keep the focus
on imagery, campaign messages were positioned on the side of the screen. Where images
incorporated typography, typographic choices were authentic to the comic style of the
Tintin books while spoken text used the comic convention of speech balloons (Figure 8).
Such strategies departed dramatically from the usual typography in Indonesian presidential
campaigns with its discordant mix of bold, all caps, sans serif fonts with lowercase serif fonts.
By contrast, the novel stylistics of the Jokowi-Tintin campaigns projected political freshness,
reflecting the advertising industry’s co-optation of fun for marketing purposes.

Figure 7

The 2014 and 2019 campaign logos.
Translation (left) “Roll up your sleeves, support Jokowi”
Translation (right) “Creation is Prayer”

Figure 8

Typography in the ‘Creation is Prayer’ campaign.
Translation (Left) “Jokowi: Are you ready for debate sir?, Amin: Yes”
Translation (Right) “Clean Law”
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The focus of campaign activity was Facebook and Instagram, two platforms developed
to accentuate images. The number of Indonesian Instagram users is the fourth highest
worldwide, with around 60 million users (Statista, 2019). The level of audience-generated
content in Indonesia is also high. The Berakar Komunikasi team fostered audience
contribution and collaboration through readily accessible tools and materials, but their
attention to branding and visual identity was important to how audience members would
recognise and identify with the campaign on these otherwise generic platforms (Figure 9).
Interaction and interface design on Facebook and Instagram were also integral to the scope
for campaigns to extend into social media, integrating qualities of connectivity, intuitiveness,
enablement and responsiveness into the experience of campaigns.

Figure 9

Jokowi-Tintin 2019 campaign website and social media platforms.

5.3 Indonesian specificity and nostalgia
Taylor (2009) updates Bourdieu’s idea of cultural capital to argue that people today have
‘omnivorous’ tastes that range across the high/low cultural divide, with ironic use of cultural
references signifying coolness. The Tintin references are meaningful to urban Indonesians,
especially Indonesia’s youth, who are well versed in Western popular culture. The campaign
also included many references to daily life in Indonesia, these often tinged with nostalgia.
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Evoking nostalgia is common in political campaigns, even resonating with generations who
never experienced the original (Phau & Marchegiani, 2010). In depicting Jokowi as a modern
day Tintin, the 2014 campaign framed the presidential aspirant as an appealing electoral
choice for contemporary Indonesians, with references to aspects of everyday life in Indonesia
injecting authenticity, familiarity and connection into the campaign. These include Jokowi’s
family depicted in the style of the iconic Khong Guan Biscuit tin and an image of Jokowi
seated in the ubiquitous red-rooster bowl of Indonesian street food sellers (Figure 10).

Figure 10

References to daily life in the 2019 campaign.

As with the Tintin illustrations, to further build relatability, campaign illustrations depict
recognisable Indonesian gestures, scenes and traits, including characters with varied
hair styles, skin tones and modes of dress. Reflecting Tintin’s amiable character, Jokowi
is portrayed in the midst of the Indonesian people, comfortably interacting with ordinary
Indonesians from all walks of life (Figure 11).

Figure 11

Jokowi interacting with everyday Indonesians.

5.4 Campaign implementation and audience engagement
Both the 2014 and 2019 campaigns provided tools to prompt audience contributions. In
2019, this included high resolution digital cut outs of Jokowi to add to a selfie to simulate
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meeting Jokowi, something unlikely given the vast Indonesian population and archipelago
(Figure 12). The 2019 campaign extended to offline events which participants were
encouraged to share online by tagging the campaign accounts to add to the growing body
of visual material. Campaign events were oriented towards the young, an event with street
culture activists on 24 March 2019 in North Jakarta featuring hip hop and skateboarding
competitions (Naufalia, 2019). Jokowi masks and photo zones were established to maximise
the flow of images to social media (Figure 13).

Figure 12

Audience-generated content created using the Jokowi stickers.

Figure 13

Jokowi’s mask and its application at offline events.
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The campaign provided ‘how-to’ guides for drawing Jokowi and his running mate Ma’ruf
Amin (Figure 14). These were little used, with audience members introducing a diversity of
new themes and pop-culture references. Contributions upheld the creative strategy of using
vignettes from the campaign trail, one post illustrating a comment from a Jokowi speech
comparing the global trade war to Marvel’s Infinity War (Septiari, 2018). These contributions
are both original and in keeping with the campaign’s creative strategy, branding and visual
identity, highlighting the role of graphic design in the dissemination and reception of the
campaign.

Figure 14

‘How-to’ guides for drawing Jokowi and Amin Ma’ruf.

In particular, the consistent application of the downloadable campaign logo, accessed via
the campaign website, linked the variety of posted images to the campaign, showing that
contributors had absorbed the mechanics of branding and visual identity. As illustration
styles and pop-culture references diversified in the 2019 campaign, the presence of the logo
made campaign contributions consistently identifiable, affording contributors — many of
them likely members of Indonesia’s creative community given the skill shown in the images
— a real sense of contributing to the campaign. As audience members posted images outside
the Tintin theme, the campaign reciprocated by adding other new characters, introducing
both nostalgic and contemporary references to the campaign (Figure 15). Indicating that
the public found the campaign accessible and compelling, people continued to post
contributions between the 2014 and 2019 presidential campaigns despite there being no
immediate motivation to do so.
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Figure 15

Varied pop-cultural references in campaign- (left) and audience-generated content
(right).

5.5 Written commentary
The Jokowi-Tintin campaign generated significant audience response. By comparison to
sophistication of the audience-generated images, most comments are brief, banal and
often unintelligible, indicating no deep thought. A significant number, however, do express
enthusiasm for the creative strategy rather than posting about Jokowi or the Presidential
election:
@username: Hahaha Cooool… If only both sides can battle it out through art and creativity, it
will be more interesting.
www.instagram.com/karyaadalahdoa, 22 September 2018
@username: Create more of these [posts], it’s goooood..
www.instagram.com/karyaadalahdoa, 28 October 2018
@username: So cool ihhh [expression of excitement], creative
www.instagram.com/karyaadalahdoa, 11 March 2019

👍👍👍

Appreciation for the creative strategy even saw a supporter of Jokowi’s opponent, Prabowo
Subianto, condemning the campaign for its focus on Jokowi:
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@Username: This is all for Jokowi, What a joke!? You should treat all candidates fairly as
artworks, not only Joko.
www.instagram.com/karyaadalahdoa, 20 January 2019

The extent of comments fostered the sense of a ‘crowd’ looking at the campaign, the social
media audience being highly effective in sharing, re-posting and inviting more social media
friends to view the campaign, maintaining currency (Falasca, Dymek, & Grandien, 2018). The
enthusiasm and respect for the campaign is exemplified in the number of instances where
people ask, albeit in rhetorical ways, for permission to share campaign content:
@Username: Allow me to copy and paste your image in my facebook.
www.instagram.com/karyaadalahdoa, 5 November 2018

The introduction of corporate branding principles into politics alongside the polished visual
treatment of professional graphic design agencies is not a neutral enterprise (Aiello, 2012).
Moor defines branding as “more akin to a managerial technique or resource that seeks to
use broadly ‘cultural’ … materials for a range of strategic ends’’ (2007, p. 88). Graphic design
should thus be seen as “constitutive and structuring [of a campaign] in its own right,” a
“highly selective and ideological endeavour” that “contributes to stylizing rather than simply
strategically representing” its subject (Aiello 2012, p. 461). Berakar Komunikasi’s injection
of visual branding and strategy into Indonesian politics via the Jokowi-Tintin campaign
represents the aestheticization of political discourse in Indonesia, operationalising the
agency’s knowledge of the preferences and persuasion points of the Indonesian public
developed through its work in advertising and marketing.
The nature and extent of produsage in response to the campaign indicates the campaign’s
creative strategy resonated with its audience. Over time, this formed a feedback loop
between the campaign creators and audience leading to the diversification of both campaign
content and style as set out in Figure 16. The tools to enable ready contribution were
effective in fostering broad produsage, but our most significant finding is the evidence of the
shared leadership of the campaign, this building the scope of and interest in the campaign
in an organic way. Tracking this activity offers new ways to research the reception of
campaigns, while the Jokowi-Tintin campaign demonstrates the critical role of graphic design
in combining numerous elements into a cohesive campaign that encourages and enables
audience contributions.
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Figure 16

The relationship between campaign creators and audience in the Jokowi-Tintin 2014 and
2019 campaigns.

6. Conclusion
Understanding the impact of graphic design in campaigns is essential to citizen-involving
initiatives in public health and safety. In political campaigns, it is important to understand
how the designed aspects of campaigns intersect with the democratic ideal of free political
participation. By comparison to quantitative research, qualitative research is fluid, contextual
and probing, resulting in deep and richly detailed data. Visual research methods are of
growing interest in the social sciences, but few researchers in the scholarship of campaigns
currently recognise the diffuse presence of graphic design within the fabric of campaigns or
have the design literacy to analyse it.
Currently, research into campaigns is fragmented into silos according to the disciplines
most concerned with campaign content, the fields of health promotion, social marketing
and political advertising bringing their distinct concepts and concerns to the examination of
campaigns. This has rendered the role of graphic design invisible at worst, marginalised at
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best, with negligible research happening from an informed perspective. Corazzo, Harland,
Honnor and Rigley (2019) examine the challenge graphic design has experienced in building
a research culture. They attribute this to “the absence of consensual nomenclature, lack
of confidence and exemplars with practice-based graphic design research, the uncertain
expectations of research audits, lack of venues for dissemination, heavy teaching loads and
few established career pathways for research. (p. 2)” Although accepting this assessment, the
promotion of graphic design as an intellectually distinct field of research is problematic when
the presence of graphic design — as the lingua franca of countless human activities today
and hence research questions — highlights the need for the integration of design research
into many disciplines.
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